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SAGP 1971-1972 Content 
 
1971: President, Joseph Owens.  
 
Meeting with the Eastern Division of the American Philosophical Association in New York City, 
December 28, 1971. 
 
Chair: Joseph Owens 
 
T. M. Robinson, Toronto, “The Dissoi Logoi.” Posted. This presentation became a part of his: An 
Edition of the Dissoi Logoi. Arno Press, 1979. 
http://www.philosophy.utoronto.ca/directory/thomas-robinson/ 
 
Vianney Decarie, Montreal, “Complete Virtue (hole arête) in the Eudemian Ethics.” This 
presentation was a preliminary study for what became his book: Éthique à Eudème. Vrin 
1991. Wikipedia: Vianney Décarie.  
 
Meeting with the American Philological Association in Cincinnati, December 28-30, 1971. 
 
David Hahm, Ohio State University, “Aristotle’s De Philosophia and the Introduction of the 
Fifth Element: A Critical Reexamination.” Posted. A revised version was published in 
Journal of Hellenic Studies 1982. This version is available on Academia Edu. It was 
reprinted in John P. Anton & Anthony Preus, eds.1983. Essays in Ancient Greek 
Philosophy, vol. 2. SUNY, 404-428. Emeritus at Ohio State.  
 
 
Michael I. Stokes, Cornell University, “Socrates and Protagoras.”  May have been partially 
included, eventually, in his Plato’s Socratic Conversations. JHU 1986. Wikipedia 
“Michael Stokes (academic).”  
 
